
AutoValue

For all your basic 
insurance needs



AutoValue gives you flexibility.
AIG’s AutoValue starts you off with low cost basic coverage which includes own damage 
repair, third party damages and third party liability, while giving you the freedom to add on 
benefits according to your needs. Take charge of what you want and stay in full control.

Benefits
Customise your insurance plan
You can add an age condition to further lower your premium, 
increase or reduce your policy excess, or add on a benefit 
for use of a courtesy car so your daily routine does not get 
disrupted while your car is undergoing accident repairs.

Cover your car key
If your car key gets stolen, we will pay for the replacement 
of your car’s lock and key, and also for locksmith services 
or towing costs if you accidentally lock your keys in the car 
($50 excess applies).

Competitive premiums
AutoValue features one of the most competitive premiums 
among car insurance policies available today.

Experienced Claims Specialists
Our experienced Auto Claims Specialists give every claim 
their dedicated attention, and ensure that you are satisfied 
with the progress of your claim.

 “I’ve been with three 
different insurance 
companies over the 
last seven to eight 
years. AIG is by far the 
easiest to deal with and 
has also provided me 
the most competitive 
premium.”

Mr Gerard,
AIG customer

Choose AutoValue if you…
P   Have no workshop preferences
P   Are budget conscious and only require essential coverage
P   Are driving a non-continental car that is more than three years old

For enquiries, please contact your agent/broker, call us at 6419 3000, or visit www.aig.com.sg

This insurance is underwritten by AIG Asia Pacific Insurance Pte. Ltd.  This brochure is not a contract of insurance.  
The specific terms, exclusions and conditions applicable to this insurance are set out in the Policy.  No insurance 
is in force until this Proposal Form is accepted by the company in accordance to the Policy terms and conditions.

This policy is protected under the Policy Owners’ Protection Scheme which is administered by the Singapore 
Deposit Insurance Corporation (SDIC). Coverage for your policy is automatic and no further action is required 
from you. For more information on the types of benefits that are covered under the scheme as well as the limits 
of coverage where applicable, please contact AIG Asia Pacific Insurance Pte. Ltd. or visit AIG, GIA or SDIC 
websites (www.AIG.com.sg or www.gia.com.sg or www.sdic.org.sg).
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